where c=c(n) is a constant, chosen so that (2) J K(x , t)dm(x) = 1 R fl when t = 1. Since (3) K(x, t)=t -nK(t-1x, 1) it follows then that (2) actually holds for every t » O.
Let ft be a pos itive Borel measure on R» whose P oisson integral (4) u (x, t) = SK(x-~, t)dp(~)
R"
is finite for one (hence for all) (x , t) E (Rn +l )+. Th e symmetric derivative of u, at the ori gin of R», IS defined to be (5) (Dsymp)( O) = lim!!:..
. (B(r)),
,-->0 m provided, of course, that t his limit exists.
1.2. A well-known and easily proved analogue of a classical theorem of Fatou states that the ex istence of the limit (5) implies that u has a "radial" limit at x = 0; more precisely ,
t~o F or this assertion, the positivity of ft is not needed. However, the positivity of ft is t he t au berian condit ion which makes the followin g conve rse true :
'I'HEOREM A.
I I u is the Poisson inieqral 01 a positive measure ft, as in (4), and i f there exists
F or n= 1, t his was proved by Loomi s [3] . Actually , both he and Gehring [1] , [2] also considered non -rad ial limits. H. S. Shapiro [6] proved relat ed t auberian t heorems for holomorphic fun cti ons in product s of half-plan es. I n t he present pa per, Th eore m A is est ablished, for arbit rary n, as a conse quence of Wiener's tauberi an t heorem. As seems t o happen very ofte n in proofs in which Wiener 's t heorem is applied , most of the work consists in set t ing t he stage for this applicat ion .
1.3. The hypothesis (7) can actually be weakened. This is done in Th eorem B (st at ed helow) which is the ma in result of t he present paper .
Th e statement of Th eor em B, and eve n more so its proof, relies on some concepts concerning harmonic analysis on the multiplicative group G of the positive r eal n umbers. A H aar measure on Gis dT=r -1dr, where dr denotes ord inary one-di mens iona l Lebesg ue measure.
Convolution on G is defined by 
This will be proved in Part II.
To every positive harmonic function u in (Rn+l)+ corresponds a
positive measure /l on R» and a constant A >-0 such that 
exists for one tX E (0, 00), with L < 00, then
II. PROOF OF THEORElI1 B 2.1. A simple computation, using only th e definitions (8) and (10), shows that for all <x, fJ E (0, CXl) . If we convolve both sides of (16) Furthermore, f.l can be replaced by its restriction to any neighborhood of the origin, with no effect on either the hypothesis or the conclusion of Theorem B. It involves therefore no loss of generality to assume (as we shall do) that the total variation IIf.l11 =f.l(R1I) of f.l is finite .
The definitions of H
The conclusion of Theorem B is that the averages 
r(n+i y) r(l-i Y )
Ie _nco 2 
. (y) -r(n; 1)
This has no zeros. Moreover, our choice of c shows that 
It follows that
Letting r -+°in (29), we see by (27) Define P = 4'" pk .
Since (plm)(B{rt)) = (rk)-np(B(rk))
is the left side of (32), p satisfies (31). To prove (30), fix t E (0, rl), then choose k so that rk+l"::J <, r». Then c-1u(0, t) :> (r~-I-t 2)-(n+1l /2 tWk+ (r~+l +t 2)-(n +1l/2 tWk+l. Since r~+t 2 <, 2r~and r~+l +t 2 <, 2t 2 , it follows that
:> rk+ 1 tn-I :> rJ: -bk which tends to 00 as k -* 00 , by (33). Thus p satisfies (30).
IV . THE POISSON INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION
We conclude with a proof of the theorem that was stated in § 1.4. The proof is similar to the one given by Loomis and Widder [4] for positive harmonic functions in a half plane; the point of their paper was the avoidance of the usual conformal mapping of a half plane onto a disc . 
in which each H p is a (real) harmonic polynomial, homogeneous of degree p.
The reflection principle implies that !(x, -t) = -! (x , t).
Combined with the uniqueness of the expansion (34), this implies that
for all (x , t) E Rn+l and for all p. We note some consequences of (35): where S is the unit sphere in Rn+l.
Being harmonic homogeneous polynomials, the IIp's are orthogonal to each other in L2(0'), where 0' is the rotation-invariant prob ability measure on S. (For a very simple proof of this, see Theorem I in [5] 
Moreover, 
.. oo
Thus A" is independent of c5, and (40) can be rewritten in the form The integrand in (43) belongs t o Co(R n), for every (x , t) E (Rn+l)+ . Th e boundedness of {II;."II} shows that there is a seque nce c5t -+°such that ;.." converges to some measure ).0 in the weak * -topology of the du al of Co(Rn). Thus c5 can be replaced by°in (43), and we obtain the desired represent at ion 
